A short history of ocean acidification science in the 20th century: a chemist’s view
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Abstract. This review covers the development of ocean acidification science, with an emphasis on the creation of ocean chemical knowledge, through the course of the 20th century. This begins with the creation of the pH scale by Sørensen in 1909 and ends with the widespread knowledge of the impact of the “High CO₂ Ocean” by then well underway as the trajectory along the IPCC scenario pathways continues. By mid-century the massive role of the ocean in absorbing fossil fuel CO₂ was known to specialists, but not appreciated by the greater scientific community. By the end of the century the trade-offs between the beneficial role of the ocean in absorbing some 90 % of all heat created, and the accumulation of some 50 % of all fossil fuel CO₂ emitted, and the impacts on marine life were becoming more clear. This paper documents the evolution of knowledge throughout this period.

1 Introduction

“An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually winning over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that Saul becomes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents gradually die out, and that the growing generation is familiarized with the ideas from the beginning.”
(Max Planck, New York, 1949)

This paper is an attempt to chart the course of what is now known as “Ocean Acidification” science through the years of the 20th century and to examine how critical concepts were formed and tested. For the very early years the papers are few, but by late 2003, the time of planning for the first transformational “Ocean in a High CO₂ World” meeting to be held in Paris in 2004 (Cicerone et al., 2004), the influential recent papers crowd in and the distinction between “history” and “recent” becomes so blurred that mention is inappropriate here. The focus is on the technical trail of pioneers who sought to quantify the oceanic CO₂ system chemistry and reveal the substance of change in the ocean. Regrettably it is not possible here to address the large parallel literature on carbon cycle modeling and tracer geochemistry, nor on the basic development of marine animal physiology and pH change.

The quotation from Max Planck above is illuminating, for as we work through the growth of ideas, perceptions, positions taken, etc., in this field, it is clear that the sense of ocean acidification as an environmental threat has taken many decades to form. Throughout much of the 20th century, the dominant focus has been the beneficial process of oceanic CO₂ uptake, which has enormously ameliorated climate change. The concept of “too much of a good thing” has been late in developing and was triggered only by some key events, and the oceanic sink for heat and CO₂ is still critical as the primary buffer against climate change.

Any history of oceanic pH as a measurable property must begin with the creation of the pH scale in 1909 by S. P. L. Sørensen. Sørensen was concerned with the effect of hydrogen ions on enzymatic processes and was employed by the Carlsberg Laboratory (Fig. 1). There was no useful metric for this and so he sought a way forward. He used as a point of reference the electrode potential generated by contact of the two purest substances he could find: that created by the interface between hydrogen gas and platinum metal. This takes the form of the hydrogen–Pt electrode, which when the partial pressure of hydrogen gas is 1, atmosphere leads to the simple notation given by Jensen (2004) as

\[ E = 2.3(RT/F) \log \left( \frac{1}{[H^+]} \right) = 0.0577 \log \left( \frac{1}{[H^+]} \right), \]

(1)
where $R$ is the gas constant, $F$ is the Faraday constant and $T$ is the standard temperature of 298 K, with a potential proportional to $-\log[H^+]$, and hence the system we use today. Not everyone was pleased, for few think easily in terms of the negative log of base 10 as the basis for a common property. For example Clark (1928) notes, “it is unfortunate that a mode of expression so well adapted to the treatment of various relations should conflict with a mental habit. $[H^+]$ represents the hydrogen ion concentration, the quantity usually thought of in conversation when we speak of increases or decreases in acidity. pH varies inversely as $H^+$. This is confusing.” Many ocean scientists would agree.

The modern definition of pH (Buck et al., 2002) derives from this but with difficulty since “it involves a single ion quantity, the activity of the hydrogen ion, which is immeasurable by any thermodynamically valid method and requires a convention for its evaluation.” It is no wonder then that ocean scientists for the vastly greater part of the last century abjured pH as a direct measurement (although many attempts were made), but in doing so apparently failed to communicate effectively to others the extraordinary changes taking place in the ocean. The accurate direct measurement of seawater pH remains a challenge almost a century later (Dickson, 1993).

Sørensen was one of the most accomplished chemists of his day, and objectively a “card-carrying” ocean scientist well before his creation of the pH scale. He was previously directly responsible for the chemical analyses of the series of samples that defined the famous Hydrographical Tables (Forch et al., 1902) that provided the basis for the physical properties of seawater for the next 50 yr.

Sørensen did make some dye-based measurements of seawater pH (Sørensen and Palitzsch, 1909) and this must have been in his mind from the classic work carried out just a few years earlier. No significant survey was undertaken by him, but with his establishment of the pH scale it was not long before scientists throughout the world would examine this and probe the consequences and impacts of change.

---

2 The first 50 yr

Early inquiries into the influence of pH focused on biological systems, although techniques were still crude. Powers (1922) investigated “the ability of marine fishes to extract oxygen from seawater at different hydrogen ion concentrations”, and did so by means of keeping fish in an air-tight Mason jar until they asphyxiated, at which time the $O_2$ level was recorded. Several experiments at different pH were carried out. He concluded that “the ability of marine fishes to absorb oxygen at low tension from the seawater is more or less dependent upon the hydrogen ion concentration of the water.”

A more important study was carried out by Redfield and Goodkind (1929) in their investigation of the correlated impacts of $O_2$ and $CO_2$ respiratory stress on the squid *Loligo pealei* as one of the earliest experiments on hemocyanin-based respiratory systems. They carried animals to the point of asphyxiation and found a strong correlation (Fig. 2), such that better oxygenated animals were able to withstand higher $CO_2$ concentrations. They concluded that “$CO_2$ exerts no toxic effect except through its influence on the oxygenation of the blood.” Very similar conclusions are reached today, and when the IPCC reviewed (Caldeira et al., 2005) the issues
surrounding CO₂ capture and storage, the likely oceanic impacts were noted as “acute CO₂ exposure causes acidification of the blood, will hamper oxygen uptake and binding at the gills and reduce the amount of oxygen carried in the blood, limiting performance and at high concentrations could cause death”, thereby echoing the work carried out some 75 yr earlier and foreshadowing the world of “multiple stressors” as ocean CO₂ levels rise, and O₂ levels at depth decline.

The earliest major survey of ocean pH was reported by Wattenberg (1933) from the results of the German Atlantic expedition of the “Meteor” 1925–1927, and ocean pH sections derived from colorimetric techniques were reported with 0.1 pH resolution contours.

However it was not until 1938 that a major foray into CO₂-induced climate change and ocean chemistry occurred (Callendar, 1938). Callendar was keenly aware of the earlier work by Arrhenius and others, but made a fully independent attack. He noted that “the effect of solution of the gas was next considered, because the sea acts as a giant regulator of carbon dioxide and holds some sixty times as much as the atmosphere.” He necessarily invoked ocean alkalinity and with his prediction of future pCO₂ he could have calculated the change in pH since the basic equations incorporating the CO₂-HCO₃⁻-CO₃²⁻ and B(OH)₄⁻ terms were available.

He did make predictions of future atmospheric CO₂ levels, and global temperature rise assuming oceanic equilibrium times (full ventilation ages) of 2000 and 5000 yr. With only a slide rule as a computer he predicted a temperature rise of 2 °C from CO₂ doubling with some 50 % transfer of emitted CO₂ to the ocean (Fig. 3) and mean surface pCO₂ rising to 373 ppm. The temperature rise predicted is remarkably close to today's sophisticated computer models. But Callendar erred greatly in predicting the future rate of growth in CO₂ emissions. He estimated an atmospheric CO₂ level of 373 ppm by the year 2200; we reached that value some 200 years earlier, at the end of the 20th century. The error of underestimating the speed of energy-dependent economic growth (CO₂ emissions) world wide is still played out today, for the 1990 IPCC Report on climate change significantly underestimated the emissions we see some 20 yr later.

With the monumental publication of The Oceans in 1942 by Sverdrup et al., much ocean science information was synthesized for the first time. But the 1938 paper by Callendar was not cited, nor was modern climate change discussed.

3 1950–1980

With the end of World War II the nations needed time to heal. The creation of the 1957–1958 International Geophysical Year (IGY) provided a much needed rebirth of international geophysical science including ocean science, and importantly established a vehicle for scientific communication in the Cold War years.

An impetus towards climate science and its relationship to the geochemical balance of the ocean and the Earth had been provided by Rubey (1951) in his superb address as retiring President of the Geological Society of America. Rubey was concerned with the balance between the opposing forces of emitted volcanic acids, and bases released from rock weathering, that have led to a habitable planet. He drew particular attention to “the significance of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere–ocean system” and noted that “carbon plays a significant part in the chemistry of seawater and in the realm of living matter. The amount now buried as carbonates and organic carbon in sedimentary rocks is about 600 times as great as that in today’s atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere. If only 1/100 of this buried carbon were suddenly added to the present atmosphere and ocean, many species of marine organisms would probably be exterminated.”

On geologic timescales our CO₂ emissions today are clearly “sudden” and the rate of release exceeds by orders of magnitude any event in Earth’s geologic past.

IGY planning included the need for atmospheric CO₂ measurements, but not oceanic ones (Keeling, 1978). However, Revelle and Suess (1957) directly addressed the role of the ocean in absorbing fossil fuel CO₂ and, by using radiocarbon-based estimates, suggested that some 40 % of the emitted CO₂ would be transferred quickly to the ocean. Revelle and Suess did not estimate pH changes, but could
easily have done so. Their analysis was clearly prescient; they reported that “in the coming decades... a total increase of 20–40% in atmospheric CO$_2$ can be anticipated. This should be adequate to determine ... effects on weather and climate.” The IPCC identification of man-made climate change in 1990 occurred almost exactly at the 30% increase level predicted 33 yr earlier. The 1957 paper by Revelle and Suess had an enormous and lasting impact. It stimulated a keen awareness of the need to quantify the role of the ocean in the planetary CO$_2$ balance. One of the very earliest and classic analyses was provided by Bert Bolin. Bolin was an early contributor to the fundamental science of air-sea CO$_2$ exchange and the flux enhancement associated with aqueous boundary layer CO$_2$ chemistry (Bolin, 1960). The basic equations developed by Bolin in 1960 are directly applicable to CO$_2$ boundary processes and exchange rates between the ocean and marine animals today.

This was a formative time for the ocean sciences. The first International Oceanographic Congress was held at the UN in New York in 1959, with the opening address given by Revelle. The collected papers from this Congress are remarkable (Sears, 1961), with the first quantitative analysis of the physical chemistry of seawater (Sillén, 1961). Sillén did not cite the earlier paper by Rubey (1951) but tackled the same subject matter in a more rigorous manner. He asked “What makes the pH equal 8.2?” and viewed the ocean as “the result of a gigantic acid-base titration: acids that leaked out from the interior of the Earth, HCl, H$_2$SO$_4$, CO$_2$, are titrated with bases that have been set free by the weathering of primary rock,” and found that we are within about 0.5% of the planetary equivalence point and thus that “the pH of the ocean is somewhat precarious.” He found the primary long-term buffer not to be the oceanic CO$_2$ system, but the weathering of silicate rocks. Some 50 yr later we observe this to be true: we are rapidly changing the “precarious” ocean pH and the somewhat fragile oceanic CO$_2$ system – and planetary recovery will depend upon the slow rate of silicate rock weathering with a timescale of ~1 million years (Zeebe and Ridgwell, 2011).

While US and European ocean scientists were slow to build capable ocean CO$_2$ measurement systems, Soviet scientists ploughed ahead. In a remarkable but little-noticed effort in the 1960s, scientists allied to the Soviet Navy carried out a world-wide survey of the major ocean basins (Gorshkov, 1978), and included pH measurements (Fig. 4) graphed in 0.1 pH intervals. These measurements were likely made using an early form of the buffers which were already forming the basis of what later became the fully developed and widely used NBS scale.

Those who saw the measurement systems first-hand during port visits could not fail to notice the very large reference electrode KCl reservoirs required by the unusually high flow rate through the electrode liquid junction, and the need to read a sensitive galvanometer needle on a heaving and rolling ship. This does not negate the data, and inspection of the Gorshkov Atlas data strongly suggests that this data set may be a valuable but under-utilized resource for ocean geochemists. The data were heavily used, and optimistically interpolated so as to infer a full order of magnitude increase in precision (!) by US Navy scientists in the prediction of the anomalous oceanic 1kHz acoustic absorption phenomenon (Francois and Garrison, 1978) – remarkable testimony to the relative absence of reliable US ocean data in this time period.

The tradition of using single point direct electrode pH measurements had by this time become suspect. A major innovation was the establishment of an elegant and precise full titrimetric procedure, first executed at sea aboard the small research vessel Sagitta at a station in the archipelago off Gothenburg (Dyrssen, 1965) and soon thereafter expanded (Dyrssen and Sillén, 1967) with the introduction of solution equilibrium concepts and the exact establishment of the
reported the results to ± 0.01 pH units. This was one of the first snapshots of the large scale ocean pH field.

Figure 5. From Dyrssen and Sillen (1967). Upper panel: a Bjerrum chemical equilibrium plot of the major seawater species involved in protonation as acid is progressively added to seawater in a titration. Lower panel: the recommended “gran plot” treatment of the titration data so as to provide linear functions for determination of the equivalence points, and a measure of both alkalinity and total $\text{CO}_2$. This procedure and its descendants were used thousands of times during the Geosecs global survey in the 1970s.

Fig. 5. From Dyrssen and Sillen (1967). Upper panel: Bjerrum chemical equilibrium plot of the major seawater species involved in protonation as acid is progressively added to seawater in a titration. Lower panel: the recommended “gran plot” treatment of the titration data so as to provide linear functions for determination of the equivalence points, and a measure of both alkalinity and total $\text{CO}_2$. This procedure and its descendants were used thousands of times during the Geosecs global survey in the 1970s.

equivalence point of the chemical reactions (Fig. 5). This technique soon became adopted with only minor modification in the US (Edmond, 1970).

By the late 1960s the lack of a well-founded ocean $\text{CO}_2$ chemistry capability in the US had become clear. Serious discussions arose in 1967 regarding the need for a global survey of the ocean $\text{CO}_2$ properties, including radiocarbon, and this evolved into the Geosecs program. One early effort was the execution of a 1969 “test station” (Turekian, 1970): this was a fiasco. Here the combined efforts of 8 scientists to measure all 4 of the oceanic $\text{CO}_2$ system properties (pH, $p\text{CO}_2$, alkalinity, and $r\text{CO}_2$) at a single station and to link these by use of the thermodynamic constants so as to close the loop and verify accuracy (Takahashi et al., 1970) was severely tested (Fig. 6). The errors found far exceeded the design goals of constraining the radiocarbon measurements. Direct detection of the oceanic fossil fuel $\text{CO}_2$ signal was not on the horizon given this performance. A detailed account of the exhaustive tracking down of errors and re-writing of the fundamental ocean acidification equations as titration steps occur was later given (Bradshaw et al., 1981); it was no trivial task.

Nonetheless the Geosecs program proceeded with major surveys of the Atlantic (1972), the Pacific (1974), and the Indian Ocean (1978). Errors in the accumulated $\text{CO}_2$ system observations, revealed by comparing measured $p\text{CO}_2$ versus $p\text{CO}_2$ computed from the alkalinity-$r\text{CO}_2$ pair, persisted until the 1981 publication of the revision of the fundamental titrimetric equations and reanalysis of the entire expeditionary titration data set.

While the at-sea Geosecs juggernaut was proceeding, important steps in $\text{CO}_2$ system interpretation and signal
the oceanic CO$_2$ signal above the large, complex natural background and thus to ocean acidification science as the perturbation phenomenon became ever more readily recognizable.

In the early 1970s questions over the long-term impact of the accumulation of fossil fuel CO$_2$ in the sea were already arising around the world and causing strong debate. Fairhall (1973) commented on the accumulation of fossil CO$_2$ in the atmosphere and sea and drew attention to the possible impacts on marine life. This concern was quickly responded to by Whitfield (1974) who remarked that “An analysis from the chemist’s point of view of the uptake of industrial produced carbon dioxide by the oceans reveals that serious environmental effects are not likely in the foreseeable future.” The vigor of the response and the professional complexity in dealing with the oceanic CO$_2$ system was a harbinger of debates to come.

The events leading to direct recognition of the oceanic fossil fuel CO$_2$ imprint occurred quickly and were subjected to fierce debate. In a publication of a high-accuracy ocean Ca profile (Horibe et al., 1974) an anomalous interpretation of alkalinity was given. Brewer et al. (1975) pointed out that there was no anomaly if the strong acid effect of release of NO$_3^-$ from microbial oxidation of organic matter is considered, thus consuming alkalinity as spelled out in the classic Redfield equation (Redfield, 1934). This aroused controversy (even ridicule), for the proton balance inherent in the Redfield equation had not earlier been taken literally. The reality of this was experimentally demonstrated in a series of phytoplankton growth experiments on both NO$_3$ and NH$_4$ nutrient sources, with the alkalinity changes being directly observed (Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Goldman and Brewer, 1980).

With the new ability to reconcile the observed oceanic alkalinity profiles it became possible to attempt recover the oceanic fossil fuel CO$_2$ signal now overlaid on the very large and complex natural oceanic CO$_2$ background. The results of the Geosecs survey, in spite of obvious but temporary flaws, were the natural vehicle for this. This was first demonstrated by Brewer (1978) using the tactic of stripping out the changes due to production of respiratory CO$_2$ via the equivalent observed loss of O$_2$, and by correcting for the alkalinity changes due to CaCO$_3$ dissolution and NO$_3$ production. From the corrected values a clear trend was found within the Antarctic Intermediate Water mass from initial low, pre-industrial, pCO$_2$ in the interior to higher contemporary values close to the source (Fig. 7). A similar approach, but using the metric of the total CO$_2$ anomaly, was soon independently published by Chen and Millero (1979). This approach was accepted by many, but strongly critiqued by some (Broecker et al., 1985), principally for the uncertainty over the boundary conditions. Nonetheless this basic formalism of reliance on the venerable Redfield equations and the then newly established NO$_3$ correction of alkalinity remains the basis for virtually all of the procedures for recovery of the oceanic fossil fuel signal profiles today (Sabine et al., 2004). The debate over Earth controls on the steadily increasing fossil fuel signal in the atmosphere and the role played by the ocean attracted the attention of scientific administrators, who sought to allocate funds in the best way, and a major meeting was convened in 1976 to address this (Andersen and Malahoff, 1977). The dominant focus of this meeting and the 36 papers presented was the role played by oceanic carbonate sediments in future neutralization of the increasing oceanic CO$_2$ load.

Oddly there was no discussion at that time of direct impacts on marine life or on coral reefs. But attention was given to what later became a critical debate – the relative importance of the land biosphere versus oceanic uptake. In a remarkably candid account Lemon (1977) addressed the matter of future CO$_2$ “fertilization” of land vegetation. He noted, “Let me give an extreme example. For some time greenhouse men have been adding CO$_2$ in their closed system to increase yields, say of tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers and carnations. (By yield in this sense I mean marketable product, not necessarily carbon accumulation.) This distinction is important. The Dutch have found that more CO$_2$ in a glasshouse gives an earlier and bigger crop of fresh lettuce, yet on a dry matter basis (accumulated carbon) there is no difference between a CO$_2$ fertilized crop and a non-fertilized one. The canny Dutchmen are selling more water to the housewife packaged in green leaves. I stress this extreme case to pinpoint...
the complexity of forecasting what land plants will do with added CO$_2$."

The effects of added CO$_2$ to the open atmosphere surrounding all forms of terrestrial vegetation were later explored in a large series of FACE (Free Air CO$_2$ Enrichment) experiments, and a null result was indeed found with the pithy headline in Science “Plant productivity benefits of high carbon dioxide busted” in comment on the paper by Long et al. (2006), thus supporting the rather sad prediction made some 30 yr earlier. Similar field experiments on oceanic systems are only now being attempted.

By 1977 scientific interest world-wide had arisen over climate change and conjectures over how to tackle this in some practical way were emerging. Marchetti (1977) first proposed direct ocean CO$_2$ disposal by capture of fossil fuel CO$_2$ at the point of combustion, and injection via pipeline under the Mediterranean outflow. He saw the matter as a problem of rate of transfer from the air to the ocean – if the CO$_2$ could be disposed of in the ocean where the vast majority would in any case end up – then the climate problem of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere would be greatly reduced. He did not consider chemical or biological consequences for the ocean.

Students of this era may wonder why such a simple statement such as “ocean pH is changing as a result of fossil fuel CO$_2$ invasion” was so carefully avoided, when the steady stream of information on changing $p$CO$_2$ and $r$CO$_2$ all pointed very directly to this. It was because that information was so self-evident that it need not be stated in those terms, but also because of the strong influence of David Keeling. Keeling was a giant in this field, and had worked hard as a young man to reject the idea that direct pH measurements of seawater were useful as compared to high-quality direct measurements of $r$CO$_2$ (Keeling, 1968; Keeling and Bolin, 1967, 1968). His comments are revealing: “from the time of the expeditions of the Discovery [Deacon, 1940] until the International Geophysical Year, 1957–1958, almost all investigators of the carbon system in ocean water relied on pH measurements to determine $p$CO$_2$. These investigators, in their optimism for having found a simple measuring routine, failed to note that the new method was scarcely capable of detecting the small changes in pH of surface ocean water that reflect significant changes in $p$CO$_2$. Furthermore, “the complicated electrochemical property, pH, … and quotients of chemical concentrations such as “specific” alkalinity … are therefore unacceptable as tracers.” His comments resonated, his concern was well founded, and use of pH as a reliable metric was carefully avoided for decades.

4 1980–1990

This decade saw the remarkable transition from climate/ocean change science being the scholarly pursuit of a dedicated few at the start of the decade, to a huge matter of public and international policy at the end. The primary political force for this in the US was supplied by Al Gore (later to become only the second person in the world to be awarded both a Nobel Prize and an Oscar; the first was George Bernard Shaw). In Europe the science-policy charge was led by Bert Bolin whose legacy is remarkable but who was sadly afforded much less public recognition. In the US the definitive policy event occurred with the 1989 publication of “Our Changing Planet: A US Strategy for Global Change Research” (an insiders account of this is given by Bromley 1994); and a world-wide transition occurred in 1990 with the publication of the first IPCC Scientific Assessment (Houghton et al., 1990). Ocean scientists played a significant role in this development, although recognition of the likely CO$_2$/climate impacts on marine life was slow in coming and did not receive proper recognition until more than a decade later.

With the 1981 publication of a full-fledged chemical model of seawater buffering against acidic change (Bradshaw et al., 1981) and the initiation of oceanic fossil fuel CO$_2$ signal recovery (Brewer, 1978; Chen and Millero, 1979), it became possible to move beyond the largely abiological Geosecs tracer approach and consider a full-scale attack on the complexities of the ocean carbon cycle and the biogeochemical fluxes that maintain it. The topic was first addressed in an oblique way at a NATO workshop held in Jouy-en-Josas, France, initiated by Roger Chesselet (Burton et al., 1986). Two papers at that meeting helped John Steele formulate the ideas which led to the JGOFS (Joint Global Ocean Flux) program which was to combine ocean organic carbon fluxes with the changing CO$_2$ chemistry of the ocean: Bruland and Coale (1986) showed the power of $^{234}$Th scavenging observations as a determinant of upper ocean particle fluxes to the deep sea and Brewer (1986) showed that within the seasonal cycles of ocean CO$_2$ now being observed, both physical and biological processes were at work and could be distinguished and separated.

The ocean observing follow-on to the large Geosecs program of the 1970s began as the TTO (Transient Tracers in the Ocean) program (see Broecker and Peng, 1982 for a detailed background) but the focus here was on the physical and isotopic distribution of oceanic chemical species as a guide to integrative physical circulation processes; significant Atlantic expeditions in 1981 and 1983 were carried out (Brewer et al., 1985) and the first accurate basin-scale survey of the oceanic CO$_2$ properties was mapped.

The critical matter of competence and ability to address the primary ocean biogeochemical cycles now loomed large. A report entitled “Changing Climate” was produced by the US National Academy of Sciences and the role of ocean chemistry as an essential CO$_2$/climate mediator was addressed (Brewer, 1983). The funding for climate change science had grown with the glimmer of the future US Global Change Research Program emerging and two major ocean thrusts were developed. One was the initiation of the WOCE (the International World Ocean Circulation program)
program led by Carl Wunsch; the second was the 1984/1985 development of the US GOFS (Global Ocean Fluxes) program led first by John Steele, which in 1987 became the fully international JGOFS (Joint Global Ocean Fluxes) program chaired by Bernd Schneider. A detailed account of the founding (Brewer, 2003) is given in the Foreword to the important 2003 text on “Ocean Biogeochemistry” (Fasham, 2003) in which much of the knowledge gained from the JGOFS program is summarized. It was the combination of the detailed work on processes and time series within JGOFS, and the addition of a high-quality CO$_2$ measurement program to the WOCE global hydrographic survey that proved to be powerful.

There was initially much resistance to the idea of adding a major ocean CO$_2$ observing capability to the WOCE hydrographic survey. There were doubts in the ocean physics community as to the value of the data, and skepticism as to the ability of the technical teams to achieve and maintain data of the desired quality and consistence over thousands of measurements over many years. The agreement to partner on this as a joint project between the JGOFS and WOCE programs was eventually sealed by a handshake agreement at a US National Academy of Sciences meeting, and then rapidly communicated to SCOR (the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research) for international ratification.

The coordinated large-scale ocean observing programs initiated in the 1980s could not have succeeded without strong technical breakthroughs in ocean CO$_2$ observations resulting in increases in both accuracy and precision. The elegant high-precision titrimetric determination of alkalinity first demonstrated by Dyrssen and Sillén (1967) proved difficult for the associated accurate determination of $rCO_2$ and for this it was replaced by the coulometric technique of Johnson et al. (1985) which enhanced precision and accuracy by a factor of 4. The glass electrode measurement of pH, so troublesome, was elegantly replaced by the high-precision spectrophotometric techniques developed by Byrne and colleagues culminating with (Byrne and Breland, 1989) a precision at sea of ±0.001 pH units.

Armed with these two techniques, and combining with the full arsenal of isotopic methods, etc., for tackling ocean productivity and the fate of the organic matter produced, ocean scientists initiated a combined attack on the changing ocean CO$_2$ status and its climatic response. Time series stations at Bermuda and Hawaii were begun, a whole series of sophisticated process study cruises were executed in the major ocean regions, and a global survey of the ocean CO$_2$ system properties was carried out in a unique combination of the JGOFS and WOCE programs. This effort was brought to fruition at the close of the decade with the 1989 North Atlantic Bloom Experiment in which US, German, UK, Canadian and Dutch ships, aircraft, and scientists all participated.

The time series effort continues to this day and, as previously promised, has delivered with remarkable clarity definitive evidence of rapidly changing ocean acidification (Dore et al., 2009). Today the availability of painstakingly developed standard reference materials (Dickson et al., 2003) assures the unimpeachable quality of the data obtained.

## 5 1990–2000

This period saw completed the vast majority of the hard work at sea of the JGOFS and WOCE programs by truly dedicated scientists. These data deserve enormous respect for the sustained quality of the human endeavor to quantify the biogeochemical science of the ocean and reveal its sensitivity to change. These efforts provided the basis for the global data sets so widely used today. The decade also saw the remarkable transition from the view of ocean CO$_2$ uptake as an unmitigated blessing, to emerging concern as the full scale of the impacts began to be apparent. It was in retrospect a turbulent time, as the sometimes fierce debate proceeded and critical thresholds were crossed.

### 5.1 The initial IPCC reports

This decade began with the 1990 publication of the first IPCC Working Group 1 Scientific Assessment (Houghton et al., 1990), which produced a sea change in scientific, policy, and public thinking. The IPCC chapter teams had been working diligently for the later years of the 1980s and for the first time a seemingly authoritative projection of future CO$_2$ emission scenarios was produced. The most prominent of these projections was the “business as usual” scenario, which envisioned a year 2100 atmospheric CO$_2$ level of about 850 ppm. But the 1990 IPCC report section 10.4 on “Marine Ecosystems and Climate Change” (Melillo et al., 1990) made no mention of ocean pH changes. It did have an extended review of CO$_2$ interactions with land biota.

The 1995 Second Assessment Report of Working Group 1 (Houghton et al., 1996) did have a specific section 10 on “Marine Biotic Responses to Environmental Change and Feedbacks to Climate”, but ocean acidification was not mentioned here, although the earlier scenarios of a high-CO$_2$ world were reinforced.

These projections aroused concern across a wide spectrum of ocean geoscientists. Quite simple calculations showed that by the year 2100 typical surface ocean water pH would decline by an astonishing 0.4 pH units, and carbonate ion by about 55 % (Brewer, 1997) thus eerily verifying the “precarious” pH poise noted by Sillén in 1961. This projection of changing chemistry was initially ignored.

### 5.2 The direct ocean CO$_2$ disposal debate

Exactly contemporaneous with the publication of the Brewer (1997) paper illuminating the ocean impact of “business as usual” came the issuance of a major US Government report to the Clinton/Gore administration containing recommendations for US energy policy (PCAST, 1997). That re-
In 2002 the IPCC began the process of producing a Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage under the auspices of Working Group III, including a careful evaluation of ocean disposal and storage with associated biological and chemical impacts (Caldeira et al., 2005).

5.3 The coral reef impact awakening

By the mid-1990s, the likely impact of CO₂ levels rising so high with the inevitable changes in pH and carbonate ion became a concern of scientists studying the fate of coral reefs. In the mid-1990s the primary debate was as to whether coral reefs, with their simultaneous mix of carbonate accumulation and organic primary productivity, would serve as a sink (productivity dominant) or a source (carbonate removal, increased $pCO_2$ for atmospheric CO₂ (Gattuso et al., 1996); the prevailing view was that they would typically represent a source (Gattuso et al., 1999).

But as the awareness of the chemical impact of the IPCC projections grew very serious concerns over future
calcification rates were expressed and investigated. Kleypas et al. (1999) provided an authoritative overview of the recent experimental work and model projections. Data compiled in a major review of coralline species sensitivity to the CO$_2$ status of the ocean (Gattuso et al., 1999) showed that coralline calcification rates were severely impacted by declining ocean carbonate ion levels.

Importantly the first major mesocosm of experimental results of the impacts of high CO$_2$ levels on calcification rates (Fig. 9) was reported by Langdon et al. (2000) with the disturbing conclusion that “a decrease in coral reef calcification between the years 1880 and 2065... of 40%” was likely to occur.

Far more detailed projections of ocean chemical changes and the saturation state of aragonite were made by Kleypas et al. (2001) with the HAMOCC (Hamburg Ocean Carbon Cycle) model. These led to the disturbing conclusion that “Total preindustrial to 2100 calcification decrease could be as high as 17% to 35%.” A host of later papers and reviews have shown these original conclusions to be broadly correct.

5.4 The phytoplankton connection

While coral reefs are visible and greatly treasured by humans, the dominant calcification process in the ocean is by phytoplankton. By the end of the 20th century concerns over the future of calcareous phytoplankton in the face of changing ocean pH arose (Riebesell et al., 2000). Broader concerns and questions over CO$_2$ impacts arose too on the fundamental photosynthetic process (Wolf-Gladrow et al., 1999). Furthermore, with the progress of the 21st century this has emerged as a powerful field for exploration with enormous complexity intermingled with the changing stratification of the ocean.

6 Conclusions

This review is an attempt to chart the course of chemical knowledge of the ocean and its changing CO$_2$ status throughout the 20th century with sufficient rigor that the emerging fossil fuel signal could be revealed, and that awareness of both the climate benefits and the biogeochemical impacts could be made plain. The story has proceeded slowly due to the challenges involved, the complexity of the processes at work, and the relatively small size (in the early years) of the fossil fuel CO$_2$ signal imposed on a large, geographically, and seasonally varying natural background.

By the end of the 20th century and by the seminal first “High CO$_2$ Ocean” meeting in 2004 (Cicerone et al., 2004) a far busier scene had evolved. As the major IPCC Special Report on Carbon Capture and Storage was proceeding, greatly increased awareness of the impacts of what is now known as “Ocean Acidification” was increasing. Objectively the fears over direct ocean CO$_2$ disposal are unwarranted; it would be too expensive, too controversial, and technically challenging to transfer large quantities of CO$_2$ to great depth. But in any case such efforts would be dwarfed by the approximately 1 million tons of fossil fuel CO$_2$ per hour now being transferred from air to sea; it is very doubtful that even 1 per cent of this quantity (10,000 tons per hour) could be achieved by ships and pipelines. The “greater than 99% problem” – and the associated climate benefit – is the net air to sea flux. Nonetheless, urgent discussions surrounding the concept of direct ocean CO$_2$ disposal greatly aided the modern scientific understanding of the impacts of elevated CO$_2$ on the ocean (Shirayama and Kogure, 2004).

Today the enormous increase in both experiments and models, and the vastly greater engagement of biologists in a field that was dominated by chemical efforts for almost 100 yr, is impressive. Impressive too is the realization that the not just the quantity but the rate of change will exceed that in the known geologic past (Caldeira and Wickett, 2003). However it is not 20th century history which is the focus here – it is the emerging tide of current events.
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